Tired of your waterfront property looking like this?

Aquatic Weed
Control
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Ask About Team Zebra™ Products

NO ELECTRICITY

Zebra mussels and other environmental factors are clearing the water, allowing the sun
access to the bottom, promoting aggressive
aquatic weed growth. This proven, patented,
cleanable, geo-textile NOWEEDMAT™ prevents the sun from reaching the lake bottom,
killing existing weeds and preventing further
growth. Normally, after 4 - 5 weeks, you can
move the NOWEEDMAT™ to another location
and double your weed free area for the season.

For
Waterfront Property
Cottages, Marinas, Golf
Courses, Ponds, and More
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Now you can enjoy Weed
Free swimming, boating and
dock areas at your waterfront
property for less than $40/
season.
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Available Soon!!!
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Easy Installation

Easy Removal and Cleanup

Annual installation is easy. After
spawning season, the NOWEEDMAT™ is simply unrolled, floated
into the desired location and allowed
to slowly sink into place. Once
down, place available shoe size
rocks, sandbags or other natural
(smooth) objects to hold the edges
and corners secure as needed. Sand
filled PVC or rebar recommended in
areas with strong currents.

At the end of season, simply remove
the NOWEEDMAT™ from the water; lay
it on rocks, beach or driveway, (never
on lawn or vegetation), remove any
large debris, hose it clean, soak thoroughly with a diluted solution of water
and NOWEEDMAT™ Cleaner 1 and allow to sun dry. Use the recommended
(biodegradable) N O WEED M A T ™
Cleaner 1 which helps deodorize, prevent mildew stains and extends the life
of your NOWEEDMAT™. Some sand
and particles will always remain in the
fabric but will not affect performance.
Finally, roll up the NOWEEDMAT™ and
store it in a dry location protected
against rodents and other nesting creatures.

GREAT Results!!!

Annually maintained with
1
NOWEEDMAT™ Cleaner and
stored as recommended, the
NOWEEDMAT™ can give you up
to 10 years of “soft on the feet”,
weed free swimming and boating
pleasure.

Products Shipping Now.
WE ACCEPT
VISA MASTERCARD AMEX DISCOVER

Roessel & Co., Inc
Marine and Green
Single 9ft x 30ft section shown above.

The NOWEEDMAT™ is 18ft x 30ft, provided in TWO, easy to install, 9ft x 30ft
sections, each weighing only 12 - 15lbs,
allowing for highly versatile installations, with a total coverage area of 540
Sq feet. It can also be cut to fit!
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Do Not apply NOWEEDMAT™ Cleaner over grass or other
vegetation.
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